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I. Introduction

Created in April 2011, the Brasília Student Chapter or BRASC is located at the University of

Brasília (UnB), Brazil, with the purpose to unite students, professors and industry professionals

with the common interest in economic geology and related areas. In order to promote and share

knowledge our student chapter often organizes lectures, debates, field trips, and motivates all

members to take part in workshops and academic/industry debates and events.

For the year of 2022 we hosted one debate focusing on Geotechnical Engineering. Our

priority was to organize a field trip to the Carajás province, as an ongoing project that was

initiated in 2019. Unfortunately, due to continued security restrictions of Covid-19 in the

targeted mining companies, and within the Universidade de Brasília, in general, the field trip

was still not possible.

Despite this setback, the Chapter was involved in some events held in 2022, for instance, in

the organization of the III ENAGE - Encontro Nacional de Estudantes de Geologia Econômica,

which is the annual meeting for Economic Geology students in Brazil. The event planning

started in December 2021 after the closure of the previous edition, and since then, the Chapter’s

presidency enrolled in many alignment meetings, with the proposal of upcoming speakers, field

trips, workshop themes and suggestions for talks and debates. Also, the presidency aided in

gathering information of previous events held within the overall scope of Economic Geology to

better plan the activities of the upcoming event. Also, there were a few simulations for a

competition to be held during the III ENAGE, of which the Chapter member enrolled and

participated with suggestions.

In 2022, members of the Chapter also participated in the SIMEXMIN (Brazilian Symposium

on Mineral Exploration) and promoted a workshop, an introduction on the software Leapfrog

Geo on the program Students Associated, promoted by the Seequent company.

II. Our Activities

Activities Participants/Speakers Date
(dd/mm/yyyy)

Geotecnia aplicada à mineração a
céu aberto - Conceito e percepção

de riscos em cavas
Moniélle Martins 29/03/2022

Program Students Associated Pedro Henrique Duarte Galdino,
Pedro de Moura Bernardino

27/03/2022 to
29/07/2022
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ENAGE - Programação e
Conteúdo Raquel Guimarães da Silva 22/08/2019 -

23/10/2022

Workshop: Fundamentos de
Leapfrog Geo

Pedro Henrique Duarte Galdino,
Pedro de Moura Bernardino

25/07/2022 to
28/07/2022

SIMEXMIN Heliana Gregório 27/11/2022 to

As the previous year, the Chapter hosted talks offered by postgraduate students and

professionals that were invited to speak about their line of knowledge associated with Economic

Geology. Meetings were held from January to May, as a great opportunity to acquaint new members

and also to know more about doctoral research that was being developed, different areas of

expertise and the practical work.

Figure 1 - Participation on the SIMEXMIN.

Figure 2 - Debate held remotely.
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Future Activities

● For the upcoming year of 2023, the Chapter plan to keep up with the regular lectures about

current research on Brazilian mineral deposits through live transmissions and presential meetings

hosted by professionals, professors and PhD candidates;

● Workshop on Economic Geology of the Universidade de Brasília, sustained by the Chapter

members in organizing talks and short courses (preferentially on geological modeling software –

Leapfrog Geo by Seequent and Datamine’s Studio RM as others geological and geological

engineering softwares) taking into account previous networking opportunities and acquaintances;

● Launch study groups on research papers based on the Society of Economics Geologists

portal publications and research topics present in the Universidade de Brasília Institute of

Geosciences - IG UnB, with weekly meetings. Also promoting regular talks by our graduate student

members over their own field of research, in a more open-discussion, informal environment;

● Our members intend to participate on the organization of the V ENAGE (National Meeting

of Economic Geology), and Regional Geology events as North East Geology Symposium (XIX

SGN) and Midwest Geology Symposium (XVII SGCO);


